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Myra and its Harbor Andriake in Light of Recent Findings 

The guest of AKMED’s last lecture of the year was Professor Nevzat Çevik from Akdeniz 

University. In his presentation, Çevik explained how the data obtained at the excavations of Myra 

and its port Andriake since 2009 has increased in the last five years, allowing significant progress 

in our understanding of the settlements of Myra and Andriake and Lycian archaeology in general. 

Çevik stated that the original findings including Chalcolithic ceramics, Hellenistic terracotta, and 

many other small artifacts -together with unique architectural examples– shed light on the past of 

Myra and Andriake. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeRwjweSSfs 

 

 

Koç University Alumni Visit AKMED  

Alumni residing in Antalya met at AKMED on 10 December at an event organized by the Koç 

University Office of Alumni Relations and hosted by AKMED. Our graduates toured the AKMED 

library and visited the “Fauna and Coins” exhibition, which opened in October 2022 at Kaleiçi 

Museum. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeRwjweSSfs


 

 

“And the Stone Fell by Reason of Its Great Weight” A Talk on Ancient Marketplaces  

AKMED director Professor Oğuz Tekin gave a presentation at the online discussion on ancient 

marketplaces organized by the Pera Museum on 13 December. In the last event of the discussion 

series “And the Stone Fell by Reason of Its Great Weight”, Professor Oğuz Tekin answered 

questions about ancient marketplaces during a session moderated by Yavuz Selim Güler. The 

discussion focused on the marketplaces in Anatolian city-states, which were leading centers of 

trade and daily shopping during the Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman Imperial periods, and 

offered a closer look at the goods, scales, weights, and coins used in these marketplaces.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rNrFI6GS18 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rNrFI6GS18


 

The Fauna and Coins Exhibition featured on TRT Radio 1  

 

 

Oğuz Tekin, the co-curator of the 

Animals and Coins Exhibition 

together with Arif Yacı, 

introduced the exhibition on the 

“Gecenin İçinden” show that 

aired on TRT Radio 1 on 29 

December. The exhibition is open 

daily between 09:00-18:00, 

except Mondays until 30 

September. 

 

 

 

 

Adalya 25 (2022)  

The 25th issue (2022) of AKMED’s peer-reviewed and 

internationally indexed periodical Adalya was published. The 

open access periodical can be downloaded from the link 

below: 

https://akmed.ku.edu.tr/yayinlar/sureli-

yayinlar/adalya/adalya-

arsiv/#tab_html_5ac7a1327e6ffdb9c41e1cec6f3a8cb6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANMED 20 (2022) 

The 20th issue (2022) of AKMED’s annual digital publication 

ANMED, which focuses on archeological excavations, 

surveys, and museum studies taking place in the provinces of 

Turkey’s Mediterranean Region was published. The open 

access periodical can be downloaded from the link below: 

https://akmedmedia.ku.edu.tr/ANMED/ANMED_20.pdf  

 

 

 

 

https://akmedmedia.ku.edu.tr/ANMED/ANMED_20.pdf


 

Renovations 

Renovation and maintenance work on the AKMED 

buildings and the Kaleiçi Museum started two 

months ago. Financed by the Vehbi Koç 

Foundation and executed by the Hece Restoration 

company, the renovations will continue until the 

end of February. The work will also include the 

restoration of the iconic hand-drawn decorations of 

the AKMED buildings. 
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